A Lotka᎐Volterra periodic model with m-predators and n-preys is studied in this paper. A set of easily verifiable sufficient conditions that guarantee the existence, uniqueness and global attractivity of the positive periodic solutions is obtained. Finally, a suitable example is given to illustrate that the conditions of the main theorem are feasible.
INTRODUCTION
The Lotka᎐Volterra system is a rudimentary model on mathematical w x ecology and has been studied extensively in 1 . But most of the literature requires that the coefficients of the system are constants. If we consider the effects of the environmental factors, the assumption of periodicity of Ž parameters is realistic and important e.g., seasonal effects of weather, . food supplies, mating habits etc. .
The asymptotic behavior of the Lotka᎐Volterra competition system with Ž . periodic coefficients or almost periodic coefficients has been studied in w x Ž . 2᎐12 . Some sufficient conditions are obtained for the uniform persistence, existence and uniqueness, and asymptotic stability of periodic solu-Ž . tion or almost periodic solution for the Lotka᎐Volterra competition system.
The two-species predator᎐prey nonautonomous Lotka᎐Volterra system and the two-predator and one-prey periodic Lotka᎐Volterra system have w x w x been investigated, respectively, in 13 and 14 . Similar results to the Lotka᎐Volterra competition system have been obtained.
The purpose of this paper is to study the asymptotic behavior of the general periodic predator᎐prey Lotka᎐Volterra system. Moreover, the competition among predator species and among prey species is simultaneously considered, i.e., we will investigate the following nonautonomous predator᎐prey Lotka᎐Volterra system of differential equations Ž . individual of predator species Y i s 1, 2, . . . , n; j s 1, 2, . . . , m .
j
The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we shall be Ž . interested in the existence of the positive periodic solution of 1.1 . In Section 3, the sufficient conditions about the uniqueness and global Ž . attractivity of the periodic solution of 1.1 are obtained. Finally, a suitable example is given to illustrate that the conditions of the main theorem are feasible.
EXISTENCE OF A PERIODIC SOLUTION

Ž
. We introduce the following notations: 
w . the assertion of the lemma follows immediately for all t g 0, qϱ .
Ž . We introduce the following notations. If f t is a continuous T-periodic w . function defined on 0, qϱ , we set
Ž .
It is obvious that if q ) 0, then ␣ -p ; and if q ) 0, ␣ ) 0, then
. . , n; j s 1, 2, . . . , m . So, from now on, we only suppose
It follows from lemma 1 that any solution of 1.1 which has a nonnegative initial condition remains nonnegative.
Ž .
then we get
we have
holds, we obtain Ž . Ž . Proof. From lemma 2, the operator defined above map S into itself, Ž . Ž . i.e., S ; S. Because the solution of 1.1 is continuous with respect to the initial value, the operator is continuous. It can also be seen that S is a bounded closed convex set in R F t s x t , . . . , x t , y t , . . . , y t 
s y a t e y e y c t e y e Ž . Ž . 
The last but one inequality is justified in the Appendix.
Ž . An integration of 3.6 leads to n m t L t q ␣ u s y x s q¨s y y s ds 
Ž . Ž .
It is obvious that s "1, ␦ s "1.
i j
We shall first prove
i If U t ) X t , then s 1, e y e ) 0, and
ii If U t -X t , then s y1, e y e -0, and Ž . Ž . Ž . From A1 to A3 , we see that the last but one inequality in 3.6 holds.
